
Avoid a Fatal Heart AttackWith These New

Ingredients Exclusively for Women

How aWoman in Her Late Twenties Learned to Increase Her

Health SpanWithout Needing Open Heart Surgery and Overdosing

Too Big to Swallow Supplements

Her stomach hurt like hell, and she started to feel nauseous, with her vision

becoming blurry...She was heading to the kindergarten with her daughter in

the backseat.

"Julia, I have to pull over for a minute." She told her daughter and tried to

maintain her voice as calm as humanly possible.

However, she got increasingly anxious by the second.

"Did I eat something bad? Did I suddenly get an aggressive virus attacking my

stomach or something?" She wondered.

So she finally managed to pull over on an interstate highway, but things

started getting terrifying and going downhill.

She became increasingly dizzy and felt pain in both of her arms.

By now, she realized something definitely wasn't right. Anna tried to find her

phone to call 911, but it was too late.

Her daughter's voice asking, "Mummy, mummy…" quickly faded away.

If it weren't for a state trooper patrol that found her car on the sideline, Anna

would have died of a fatal heart attack.

Many women think that heart attack symptoms are like men's. WRONG.

There are significant differences, none of which you will find in any movies

you may have watched.



I don't know about you, but I don't remember any film where a woman has a

heart attack, and it's always men.

So everybody learns that you will feel chest pain, and so you assume it must be

the same for women. Again, WRONG.

Several hours later, Ana woke up in a hospital bed.

The first face she saw was that of her worried husband and her daughter, Julia,

playing a game on her smartphone in the back.

After a few moments, the heart specialist also arrived at her room, checked her

vitals and asked her how she felt.

He then explained that she was pretty

Luckily, the state troopers found her.

And then he asked her: "Did you know you not only had a serious heart attack

but also suffer from metabolic syndrome?"

"Wait a second, first I supposedly had a heart attack, and now I have a

metabolic…what?"

"Yes, Anna, you know this is something no one is talking about.

It's like a hidden epidemic that 42 million women over 20 suffer from in the

U.S. alone… It's like child's play compared to Covid, and puts women's heart

health at risk.

You know, the main features of metabolic syndrome include hypertension

(high blood pressure), insulin resistance, increased risk for clotting, and

abnormal cholesterol.

Unfortunately, your bloodwork came back with all metabolic syndrome

indicators.

Oh, and should you get Covid having metabolic syndrome, it won't be gentle

with you either..."



Anna knew she wasn't in the best shape of her life, and she may have put too

little emphasis on her nutrition during the last years, not even mentioning

exercise.

But now, this horrible event showed her that something had to change, or she

might not see her little girl grow up.

The doctor continued: "Well, Anna, I am not one of those who just prescribe

some drugs you may have to take your whole life, and that's it.

I am also interested in attacking the root causes holistically from as many

angles as possible.

And there is a new heart supplement exclusively for women you may want to

take additionally…they are easy to swallow too…."

Now, you may ask yourself what this new heart supplement the doctor

mentioned is and how you can avoid getting into the same dangerous situation

as Ana.

Well, it's a new supplement with an all-natural blend of heart

support ingredients exclusively for women.

And with its help, you can avoid the risk of a fatal heart attack. Today, you

have the rare opportunity to start doing something about your heart health.

So you may want to read until the end because the information you are about

to learn may literally save your life.

Let me introduce to you HeartWISHH, consisting of an all-natural

blend of heart support ingredients exclusively for women.

This unique heart health supplement that has been in development for many

years to refine to perfection is the only all-natural blend of heart-support

ingredients for safe use throughout a woman's lifetime.

So women can use it during puberty, pregnancy, menopause, and even if they

have unrelated medical issues (e.g., diabetes) or use medication that burdens

the heart.



You may have already had this experience from other heart supplements,

especially during the hotter months.

When receiving them by mail and opening the package, you realize the

capsules are stuck together.

And then, with some luck, you manage to recover some of the pills, get

hammered by a nasty fishy smell and taste, and almost suffocate because they

are the size of horse pills.

Not so with HeartWISHH…Why?

HeartWISHH Uses Several Unique Patented

Formulas...

Firstly, it uses unique capsule material, making the pills heat-resistant.

So, no more stuck-together capsules during summer and the destruction of

precious ingredients due to heat.

The same material also prevents the capsule from smelling and tasting fishy.

Secondly, HeartWISHH also uses a unique and patented compression

formula.

One pill is no bigger than a raisin but maintains the correct dosage. So, no

more horse pills.

Speaking of correct dosages...Have you ever wondered about other

supplements and whether you get the right one?

Well, this is no issue at all with HeartWISHH. How so?

It offers individual dosage packages for your age and weight (there are 10

different age groups available).

Tell HeartWISHH your age and weight, and you will get a supplement box

with the proper dosage.



This will reduce the possible side effects to almost zero.

What's more… Depending on how well you research the supplements you buy,

you may never know if what you ingest are really the ingredients labeled on

the package.

This is especially true when product manufacturing happens in countries like

China.

That's why heartWISHH decided not to manufacture in China from the

beginning.

It is simply too costly and challenging to maintain their strict quality

standards.

So HeartWISHH's supplements are made exclusively in the USA with the only

American Standard that certifies supplements against NSF/ANSI 173.

Before we get into the exclusive WISHH Formula and its ingredients, I want to

mention Nicole Gardner's great experience with HeartWISHH.

Testimonial from Nicole Gardner (32 years old)

"I was so happy, knowing I was pregnant with my second baby at age 32.

Family and being able to care for and protect my loved ones are the most

important things in my life.

So, it came as a shock when I started to experience heart palpitations.

It was like losing control over my body, and suddenly, all kinds of anxious

thoughts popped up.

There were thoughts like, "What if something serious happens to my health?

How will I be able to care for my firstborn and my still unborn child?"

So it's no wonder I also started to see my husband worried.



I knew he thought and feared the same as me, but he didn't speak it out.

Luckily, I did get help from a great holistic osteopath.

Well, no direct help, since you would expect a cardiologist in a situation like

that.

But the information she gave me saved my life.

She mentioned HeartWISHH and that I should give it a try.

It was allegedly a new supplement exclusively for women with a unique and

patented compression formula, making the pill easy to swallow.

At first, I was skeptical, but when the first package arrived, I saw firsthand that

the pills weren't much bigger than a raisin.

It also came in the correct dosage, tailored to my age and weight.

My health didn't improve within the first few days, which was to be expected.

But after one month, I felt completely different with the palpitations gone, and

I sensed that my coming visit with my doctor would bring me better news.

And that's what happened. My doctor was happy to confirm that my heart

palpitations were gone, and my bloodwork significantly improved.

And best of all, I delivered a healthy baby girl. Still, one year afterward, I’ve

been taking HeartWISHH as part of my daily supplements!" - K Blissman.



How theWISHH Formula Gets the Ideal

Combination of Nutrients Into Your Body for

Your Feminine Heart Health

The proprietary blend of ingredients in the WISHH formula includes these

whole foods, herb, and mineral extracts…

● Salmon oil

● Blackberry and grape seed extract

● Spinach and kale essence

● Poultry stock (bullion)

● Broccoli

● Cayenne

● Garlic

● Goji

● Hawthorne

● Turmeric

● Garlic

● Magnesium

● CoQ10

● Folic Acid

There is not one ingredient in HeartWISHH that couldn't be backed by science

for its beneficial properties to your heart health.

What's more, you could read up on each of them and find several articles and

papers with many different medical sources mentioning their vast health

benefits.

Let's take Salmon oil, for example.

A study mentioned in WebMD shows that the omega-3s in salmon oil help

lower triglyceride levels.

What's the issue with high levels of triglycerides?

Well, it's a type of fat in your blood presenting a risk factor for heart disease

and stroke.



And salmon oil increases "good" (HDL) cholesterol levels.

In passing, and according to a medical source in PubMed, this ingredient also

helps improve your inflammation levels throughout your body.

High levels over time increase your risk of chronic diseases, including cancer,

diabetes, and arthritis.

What's more…Should you also be pregnant and take HeartWISHH, the salmon

oil containing omega-3swill help your child score higher on cognitive

and motor skill development tests than children whose mothers did not

consume this ingredient.

This was mentioned in another scientific medical publication on PubMed.

Now, I mentioned only one of many different ingredients of HeartWISHH.

What about blackberry and grape seed extract?

First of all, they are high in fiber, and according to a 2013 study, not getting

enough fiber may increase your risk for heart disease.

So, as you can see, each of the ingredients provides a myriad of benefits.

The one primary is always your heart health, but each ingredient has many

more health benefits.

Or let's take Kale extract, which is also part of the HeartWISHH

formula.

Kale, in itself, is already the most nutrient-dense food on the planet.

It is loaded with powerful antioxidants like Quercetin and Kaempferol.

These substances have been studied thoroughly in test tubes and animals.

They have powerful heart-protective, blood pressure-lowering,

anti-inflammatory, anti-viral, antidepressant, and anti-cancer

effects, to just name a few.

It is also one of the world's best sources of vitamin K.



The form of vitamin K in Kale is K1, which is different from vitamin K2.

K2 is found in fermented soy foods and certain animal products.

It helps prevent heart disease and osteoporosis.

One of the cancer-preventing substances in Kale is sulforaphane, which helps

fight cancer formation at the molecular level.

It also contains indole-3-carbinol, another substance believed to help prevent

cancer.

It also contains quite a bit of potassium, which helps maintain electrical

gradients in the body's cells.

Adequate potassium intake has been linked to reduced blood pressure

and a lower risk of heart disease.

Better eyes, anyone?

Kale also contains high amounts of Lutein and Zeaxanthin, powerful nutrients

that protect the eyes.

Many studies mentioned in the sources below have shown that people who eat

enough lutein and Zeaxanthin have a much lower risk of macular

degeneration and cataracts, two common eye disorders.

Until now, I have only covered three of HeartWISHH's ingredients, and I have

only covered some of their health benefits that can be backed by science.

I could go on and on with all the other ingredients, which could fill a book and

probably would start to bore you.

But I can assure you that they all provide at least one heart health benefit.

HeartWISHH's ingredient formula is so well-thought-out that…



The Majority of Its Ingredients Provide 11

Additional Health Benefits Besides The Obvious

Ones for Your Feminine Heart Health…

These are the remaining additional benefits of the ingredients that can all be

scientifically backed by various studies and papers…

1) Blood pressure reduction and blood flow improvement:

2) Potential improvement of collagen levels and bone strength

3) Potential improvement of your kidney function:

4) Potential cancer risk reduction:

5) Potential liver protection:

6) Enhancement of wound healing:

7) Improved blood sugar control (decreased insulin resistance) via

antioxidants and fiber:

8) Improved immune function and protection against illnesses such as the

common cold or flu:

9) Increases the antioxidant capacity of the body:

10) Potential improvement of exercise performance and reducing fatigue:

11) Improved brain health and protection against Alzheimer's disease:

After reading about Heart WISHH's formula of ingredients specially designed

for women's heart health, you may better understand how powerful this new

supplement is and how it can help you avoid a fatal heart attack.

Ana, from the story above, probably didn't realize yet what a big favor her

doctor did to hear by recommending Heart WISHH.

This recommendation was not only a way back to a healthy heart…

Still, it could also increase her health span without needing open-heart surgery

or overdosing on the too-big-to-swallow average supplements you usually find

on the market.



With HeartWISHH, you will…

● Avoid a fatal heart attack and see your (future) children growing up.

● Increase your health span without needing open heart surgery.

● Shrink the risk of the most common heart diseases…but many more

than that.

● Feel in control of your body and health again without taking a

gazillion hard-to-swallow pills daily that burden your organs.

● Get the dosage right every time…HeartWISHH's monthly plans are

tailored to your situation.

● Get rid of toxins that exacerbate heart disease risk in women...

● Benefit from HeartWISHH's exclusive and complex blend,

delivering nutrients more effectively in the bloodstream

● Say goodbye to over or underdosing. HeartWISHH offers

individual dosage packages for your age and weight (10 different age

range groups). Tell them your age and weight, and you will get the box

with the proper dosage. Reduces possible side effects almost to zero.

● Benefit from ingredients that go way beyond just heart health

for women…Passing it also improves overall health and vitality (e.g.,

shinier hair, smoother skin, stronger nails, etc.)

If you have come that far, you definitely belong to a select group of smarter

women and show that you take your health seriously and want to prevent the

worst outcome for your health.

Like Ana from the story from the beginning, many more women out there have

to deal with similar heart complications.

However, you still have arrived at a crossroads.

You may still ignore everything laid out so far, keep doing what you have been

doing, and hope for the best for your heart health. You may even be lucky.

Or you can take the other route and do something proactively about your

health before it is too late. Your future self will thank you.

So, let's talk about money for a second because I still need to mention a part of

Anna's story.

Hospitals and heart specialists can cost you a bunch of money.



Anna actually didn't have the best insurance coverage, so she had to pay out of

her own pocket a hospital bill of $15,000.

And she didn't even have heart surgery, which can make you end up broke

with the wrong insurance.

So, the main portion of her hospital bill was just the cardiologist.

You may have better insurance than Anna (I hope so).

Still, you never know what loopholes your insurance may find to avoid

covering your hospital bills.

So, knowing that part of the story…Wouldn't it be even better to not have to

pay anything in the first place by just not needing hospitals and doctors?

How much is this worth to you?

Would you pay $500 to avoid paying $15,000 (if you are lucky) out

of your pocket?

I think you would.

I presume you may even pay $1,000 to avoid paying $15,000.

That's why HeartWISHH is a kind of insurance that helps you keep out of the

invoicing software of cardiologists and their hospitals.

And today, you have the rare opportunity to get HeartWISSH, not for $1,000

per month, not for $500 per month, not even for $200 per month.

You know, the normal price of HeartWISHH is already a steal at just $90 per

month.

But today, you can get it as a real steal. How so?



You Can Get It for Just $60 per Month If You

Subscribe TODAY to HeartWISHH's Life

Account…

This includes a single 30-day supply with 60 capsules for a daily dosage of two

for thirty days.

Yes, I want the steal

[Button: IMPROVE MY HEART HEALTH NOW]

Before you press the button above and subscribe to HeartWISHH's Life

Account, I must tell you something else.

I am so confident and convinced that you will improve your heart health with

HeartWISHH that you can get it completely risk-free…

100% No-Risk Guarantee

So if after taking HeartWISHH for 60 days, you don't see any improvements in

your heart health (pretty unlikely, though) - or are not absolutely pleased with

what you get - or if you discover that Hearth WISHH is simply not for you - all

you have to do is let HeartWISHH know within 60 days.

You'll then receive a full, no-questions-asked refund of your purchase price.

What's more, if you find HeartWISHH's pills hard to swallow, like horse pills,

or even find a comparable heart health pill that is smaller and offers the same

benefits, you not only get your money back.

We invite you to a weekend of horseback riding, including a stay in a nice

hotel.

[Button: IMPROVE MY HEART HEALTH NOW]



P.S.

If you decide today to take me up on the HeartWISHH Life Account, you will

also get our science-based HeartWISHH cookbook with more than 100

delicious recipes.

It will not only help you complement our supplements but also teach you and

your loved ones how to eat and keep a healthy heart long-term.

Order Device:

Order HeartWISHH Today and Start Improving

Your Heart Health…

✅ Yes, help me avoid a fatal heart attack with new heart support ingredients

exclusively for women.

✅ Yes, I want to see my (future) children growing up without needing heart

surgery or, to me, happening the worst.

✅ Yes, let me feel healthy again and increase my health span without

swallowing a gazillion different pills from China and needing open heart

surgery.

✅ Yes, I want to be able to care for my loved ones, and I am ready to become

a healthy and powerful support for my family without serious heart problems.

✅ Yes, I am ready to feel in control of my body and health again without

letting the worst happen...

✅ Yes, I am ready to avoid heart disease for women effectively without over

or underdosing smelly supplements with nasty side effects.

✅ Yes, I want to try the only all-natural blend of heart-support ingredients I

can use throughout my whole life of being a woman without having to worry

about side effects with other health conditions or drugs.



✅ Yes, I want to be able to protect my body against the most common heart

disease risks in women and cleanse my body from toxins that can also trigger

heart disease...

✅ Yes, I want the ideal combination of food nutrients for heart health that

also supports the overall vitality of women.

✅Yes, I am ready to subscribe to HeartWISHH's life account and get it for

only $60 per month instead of $90.

✅ Yes, I want to say goodbye to over or underdosing with Heart WISHH's

individual dosage packages tailored to my age and weight (10 different age

range groups).

✅ Yes, I am ready to avoid large "horse pills" in the future since

HeartWHISHH's pills are not bigger than a raisin with its unique and patented

compression formula.

✅ Yes, I want to be able to take my heart supplements also in hotter summer

months with the help of HeartWISHH's patented capsule material, avoiding

pills sticking together during summer.

✅ Yes, I am ready to take a supplement made in the USA with the only

American Standard certifying supplements against NSF/ANSI 173.

✅ Trial Offer & Bonus Gift:

I understand that if I'm not absolutely pleased with what I get - or if I discover

that Hearth Wish is simply not for me - all I have to do is let HeartWHISHH

know within 60 days, and I'll receive a full, no-questions-asked refund of my

purchase price.

If, for some unlikely reason, I find HeartWHISSH's pills hard to swallow, like

horse pills, or even find a comparable heart health pill that is smaller and

offers the same benefits, I not only get my money back.

I will be invited to a weekend of horseback riding, including a stay in a nice

hotel.

Here's how I prefer to pay (check one): ■My check is enclosed for U.S.

$_______________ (Make payable to Advanced Bionutritionals. Georgia

residents add 7% sales tax. ) ■ Please charge my: ■ Visa ■Mastercard ■



American Express Card #

_____________________________________________________

________ Exp. _____/_____ Amount $____________ Signature

_____________________________________________________

_____ Phone: (_________)_____________________ (in case we have

a question about your order) Email address

_____________________________________________________

____

Please mail this filled-out form in the postage-paid envelope provided or Call

Toll-Free 1-800-892-4421 or order online: HeartWHISHH.com/discount.


